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PREFACE TO PROPOSAL 510-REV 1 

This proposal has been significantly altered from the initial submission (Proposal 
510) in order to address reviewer comments made at the interim SSEP meeting in 
January, and the first SSEP meetings in June, 1997. In response to these 
comments we have made the following changes to the original proposal: 

o we have addressed fundamental questions concerning the tectonic influences 
on the Marion Plateau sedimentary record in regard to sea level variations; 

o we have reviewed the sites which were proposed for the sea level objectives and 
have determined that all are needed, although drilling strategies at each site 
may be altered; 

o we now propose that the sites on the Marion Plateau, at which we will investigate 
sea level fluctuations, are also ideal to study fluid flow characteristics, in 
conjunction with the two sites on the Queensland Plateau. This will greatly 
improve the efficiency of the drilling transect; 

o we have removed most of the sites involved with paleoceanographic objectives, 
as reviewers indicated that these objectives detracted from the focus of the 
proposal. We have retained the proposed site in the eastern Queensland 
Plateau sediment drift, as we argue that a high quality paleoclimatic record from 
this area will be important for correlation with sea level and fluid flow objectives 
of this proposal. 

Due to the new page restrictions for proposals, some of the geologic and 
oceanographic background for the western Coral Sea, included in Proposal 510, is 
omitted from this revision. The original submission should be consulted if further 
information is necessary. 

In addition to the above, the interim SSEP felt that it was unclear how Proposal 510 
related to previous drilling in the area, in particular to results from Leg 133. Leg 133 
drilling was primarily aimed at understanding factors controlling carbonate platform 
evolution, and drillsites were not optimally placed to study the objectives outlined in 
this proposal. Nevertheless, results from Leg 133 provide the preliminary 
groundwork for most of the objectives outlined here, and we view the present 
proposal as complementing and building on the results obtained by Leg 133. 
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ABSTRACT 

The proposed multi-objective series of drillholes in the western Coral Sea provide 
a superb opportunity to address three of the major themes identified as important 
for understanding the dynamics of the Earth's environment, as outlined in the ODP 
Long Range Plan; namely, the causes, effects, and magnitude of sealevel change, 
fluid flow and diagenesis within . carbonate platforms, and climatic and 
paleoceanographic change in tropical and sub-tropical environments. In particular, 
the drilling transects on the Marion and Queensland Plateau will provide 
fundamental and exciting information regarding the magnitude of Miocene sea 
level variations and the influence of these variations on fluid flow processes and 
sediment diagenesis within carbonate platforms. 

Cretaceous rifting in the western Coral Sea formed continental fragments which 
are now capped by carbonate platforms. The location and water depth of these 
platforms, and the nature of the sediment capping them, provide ideal drilling 
targets to investigate the aforementioned themes. Coral Sea drilling will build on 
the achievements of earlier ODP/DSDP drilling in the region (Legs 21, 30, 133), 
and accordingly will be able to specifically target sequences capable of resolving 
major scientific problems with a high likelihood of success. 

We propose to investigate the following: 
• Causes, effects, and magnitude of sealevel change: 

• to calibrate the amplitude of the major Middle Miocene (N12-N14) sealevel fall; 
• to refine the Miocene eustatic sealevel curve; 
• to study the effects of sealevel variations on carbonate platform development. 

• Fluid flow and diagenesis within carbonate platforms: 
• To determine the factors controlling fluid flow and the rates at which it is 

occurring within the Queensland and Marion Plateaus; 
• To document the importance of sea level variations on fluid flow within the 

carbonate platforms; 
• To compare fluid flow processes within the different sedimentological and 
depositional environments of the Queensland (isolated oceanic plateau) and 
Marion (continental margin plateau) Plateaus; 

• To determine the importance of fluid flow in relation to the extensive diagenesis 
which has occurred within the mixed carbonate/siliciclastic system of the 
Marion Plateau and the pure carbonate system of the Queensland Plateau; 

• To infer fluid flow pathways within the Queensland and Marion Plateaus; 
• To determine the role of sediment physical properties as controls on fluid 

movement. 
• Climatic and paleoceanographic change in tropical and sub-tropical 

environments: 
• To describe variations in surface and intermediate water circulation occurring 
since the Oligocene in the Coral Sea; 

• To compare climatic variations seen in the western Coral Sea to sea level and 
fluid flow changes in order to determine whether there are causal relationships 
between these processes; 

• To understand the development and variability of the western Pacific warm 
water pool since the Miocene. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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1. SCIENTIFIC RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES 

Scientific drilling in the western Coral Sea (Fig. 1) provides a superb opportunity to 

address three of the major themes identified as important for understanding the 

dynamics of the Earth's environment, as outlined in the Long Range Plan (JOIDES 

Planning Committee, 1996). In this proposal, these themes are integrated to 

develop a comprehensive understanding of the interaction between eustatic, 

paleoceanographic, and diagenetic variations in mixed siliciclastic/carbonate and 

pure carbonate sediment systems. Specifically, the main aims of this proposal are: 

1.1. Absolute sealevel variations 

The objectives proposed here will provide fundamental information to 

improve our understanding of the absolute magnitude of eustatic variations. It is 

important to note that, despite the two Atlantic Ocean ODP Legs devoted to 

investigating sea level variations and their relation to sequence stratigraphy, there 

as yet have been no similar investigations in the Pacific Ocean. The sites proposed 

here will provide the information necessary to support improved understanding of 

the global relationship between eustatic sea level variations and sequence 

stratigraphy. 
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Proposed Sites 
and Previous ODP and DSDP Sites 

25°S~-.--~-.~r-~~--r-'--.~r-~~~~ 

1400 E 

• Proposed Drilling Sites o Previous DSDP/ODP Sites 

Figure 1. Gravity data in the western Coral Sea, together with proposed and previous drillsites 
in the area . Black dots are the sites proposed here, and the wh ite dots are previous 
DSDP/ODP sites . 
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1.1.1. Sealevel : Objectives 

The Marion Plateau has several attributes that make it an ideal location to test 

sealevel concepts, as a component of the global strategy to test sealevel. These 

attributes include: 

• a well-preserved shallow water sequence on a marginal plateau in water depths 

of 300 - 500m; 

• a simple subsidence regime since the Oligocene; 

• an excellent data set, including extensive seismic data complemented by earlier 

OOP drilling (Leg 133) in the region; 

• Leg 133 experience and a shallow basement indicate no safety problems. 

1.1.2. Sealevel : Rationale 

Measuring the amplitude and timing of eustatic sealevel fluctuations has 

proved to be a difficult problem, whose resolution is essential to the establishment 

of an accurate eustatic sealevel curve for the Phanerozoic. Several attempts have 

been made to determine the amplitude of glacioeustatic fluctuations, including 

passive-margin sequence stratigraphy (Vail et aI., 1977; Vail and Hardenbol, 1979; 

Haq et aI., 1987); modeling of sedimentary depositional regimes (Watts and 

Thorne, 1984); calibration of the oxygen isotope curve (Majors and Mathews, 1983; 

Miller et aI., 1987; Williams, 1988); and analysis of the depositional history of 

carbonate sediments on atolls (Schlanger and Premoli-Silva, 1986; Halley and 

Ludwig, 1987; Moore et al., 1987; Lincoln and Schlanger, 1987, 1991). These 

analyses yield a wide range of results, but as Sahagian and Watts (1991) have 

pointed out, "While there is often agreement between independent data sets 

regarding the timing of sealevel events, there is little precision or even agreement 

about the magnitude of these events." 
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The establishment of a eustatic sealevel curve has major implications for 

global stratigraphic correlation and basin analysis, and defining the amplitude of 

such a curve remains one of the major challenges in sealevel research (COSOD II, 

1987; Sahagian and Watts, 1991; JOIDES Planning Committee, 1996). In this 

proposal, we suggest that the excellent record of Miocene sealevel fluctuations 

preserved in the carbonate platforms of the Marion Plateau in the southern Coral 

Sea, provides an ideal opportunity to test sealevel models and curves. 

To determine the sealevel event stratigraphy it will be necessary to establish: 

1. the depositional history of the Miocene carbonate platforms of the Marion Plateau 

by: 

• establishing a detailed chronostratigraphy for each platform phase; 

• determining the depositional environment of each platform phase; 

• determining the age and duration of each unconformity; 

• inferring the paleo-water depth of each phase; and 

• establishing the total thickness of each platform. 

2. the amplitude of the Middle Miocene (N14-N12) sealevel fall by: 

• determining the age, depth and paleo-water depth of the older (MP2) platform 

(Fig. 2); 

• determining the age, depth and paleo-water depth of the initial phase of the 

younger (MP3) platform. 

Figure 2 shows a compilation of stratigraphic events recorded by the 

Miocene and Pliocene carbonate platforms of the Marion Plateau, inferred to be 

fundamentally controlled by sealevel fluctuations. There is an excellent 

correspondence between the event stratigraphy (that is, the number and inferred 

ages of platform phases) and the number of cycles proposed by Haq et aI., (1987) 

for this inten/al of the Miocene (Fig. 3) . The older (MP2) platform (early-middle 

Miocene) has four platform phases, and each is assumed to be related to a rising 

and highstand sealevel event. Four highstand events (MP2a -MP2d) occur between 

N7 and N10 time. A further highstand event (MP2e) during N12 is seen below the 

MP2d event. This inferred highstand occurred after the first stage of Middle to Late 

Miocene eustatic sealevel fall (based on neritic N 12 sediments intersected at ODP 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Figure 2 Schematic depositional history for MP2 and MP3 phases of 
Miocene to Pliocene carbonate platform development on the Marion Plateau 
illustrating the lowstand nature of the initial MP3 phase. Proposed drilling 
sites are marked on E. 
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Site 815). The sealevel curve for the Late Miocene is shown with four cycles (MP3a

MP3d), based on the number of growth phases recognized within both MP3 and 

other platforms on the northern margin of the plateau (Pigram et aI., 1993). MP3d 

corresponds to the last phase of platform growth, and records a rapid relative rise 

in the early Pliocene that led to the drowning of most of the plateau. 

The MP2 and MP3 platform growth phases preserve the critical 

relationship that records the amplitude of the Miocene eustatic sealevel fall. The 

MP2 platform formed as a series of transgressive and highstand system tracts, 

whereas MP3 began to form during the following second-order lowstand i.e., the 

initial shallow-water phase of MP3 was deposited on the bathyal outer slope 

sediments of MP2. The MP3 phase subsequently evolved into a series of 

highstand systems tracts, but remained structurally lower than the top of MP2 for 

most of its history (Fig. 2). It is this highstand-lowstand relationship between the 

MP2 and MP3 phases of platform development that records the major global fall in 

sealevel during the Late Middle to Late Miocene. This approximately 200m offset 

between the MP2d and MP3a events (Pigram et aI. , 1992) is of similar magnitude 

to the middle to early late Miocene eustatic fall in sealevel recorded elsewhere (e.g . 

Haq et aI., 1987). 

In order for the top of the older platform (MP2) and the site of formation for 

the younger platform (MP3) to be an accurate measure of the Miocene (N14-N12) 

sea level fall, there needs to be negligible differential subsidence between the two 

sites. As the Marion Plateau is a planated surface, the depths to basement 

contours can be considered as isosubsidence lines (Fig. 4). The maximum 

subsidence on the plateau is to the north and east, and a hypothetical northwest

trending hinge line for this subsidence is located beneath the Great Barrier Reef 

shelf. The proposed drillsites are located essentially strike parallel to the hinge 

line. There is no evidence for a structural zone or a significant basement gradient 

between the proposed sites, providing support for the argument that the sites have 

undergone essentially identical subsidence histories. 

The issue of potential tectonic influence on the sea level curve of the Marion 

Plateau was examined by Liu et al. (in press), who used SEDPAK to examine the 

relative influence of a range of factors on the development of sedimentary 

geometries on the Marion Plateau. SEOPAK is a 20 simulation program that 
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Figure 4. Structure contour map for basement of the Marion Plateau. Contours 
are effectively isosubsidence lines for total subsidence of basement and show 
that the hypothetical hinge line for this subsidence is located beneath the adja
cent shelf and is oriented along a northwest-southeast axis. Locations of pro
posed drillsites are shown. Note that the sites are generally strike parallel to the 
flexural axis and have undergone the same total subsidence (after Pigram et aI., 
1992). 
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forward-models the sedimentary fill of basins through time, using linear differential 

equations to represent geological assumptions. The program simulates the 

development of sedimentary basins in two dimensions by considering principally 

four major geological processes: eustatic sea level, tectonic movement, sediment 

accumulation, and the initial and evolving basin geometry. The carbonate algorithm 

within SEDPAK mimics the growth of reefs and platforms as it happens in nature 

and has the capacity to simulate various scenarios of carbonate deposition with 

the fluctuations of relative sea level and carbonate production rates. This modeling 

study showed that the distribution and geometry of platforms in the Miocene could 

only be reproduced in a very slowly subsiding regime, with a mid Miocene second 

order sealevel fall of around 200m. The introduction of tectonic influences during 

the Miocene into the models did not allow the geometric relationship between MP2 

and MP3 to be reproduced. 

The amplitude of sea level falls will tend to be underestimated by the 

proposed drilling on the Marion Plateau, since sea level and subsidence are 

operating in the same direction. Therefore, subsidence which may not be 

accounted for in the present geohistory model for the Marion Plateau (constructed 

using Leg 133 data and extensive seismic data) will not act to increase the 

apparent magnitude of sea level change. Attempts to measure amplitudes during 

times of sea level rise will always overestimate changes because sea level and 

subsidence are operating in opposite directions. 

Calibration of eustatic sea level variations can only be realistically estimated 

on slowly-subsiding, structurally simple margins where an accurate subsidence 

history can be established, and where sites of equal subsidence, that have both 

the highstand and the lowstand history preserved, can be located. The advantage 

of such areas is that although sea level is following the subsidence substrate 

during the sea level fall, the original starting point is self-correcting, because it 

subsides by the same amount. The Marion Plateau fulfills the above criteria and 

therefore, the drillsites we have proposed will provide an excellent means to 

determine eustatic sea level fluctuations in the Pacific. 

1.2. Fluid flow through the Queensland Plateau 

1.2.1. Fluid flow: Objectives 
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Fluid movement is a critical component of elemental geochemical cycles 

due to the uptake and removal of various elements during diagenetic alteration of 

sediments, combined with other reactions occurring in interstitial waters. 

Investigations of fluid flow have been highlighted as a critical element of OOP's 

Long Range Plan, in recognition of the global importance of this process. 

A major objective of this proposal is to integrate the understanding of 

eustatic sea level variations and fluid flow within an isolated oceanic carbonate 

plateau (Queensland Plateau) and a carbonate plateau adjacent to a continental 

margin (Marion Plateau). We predict that the different physiographic locations of 

these two plateaus will have resulted in different structural controls on fluid flow. In 

addition, tropical to sub-tropical carbonate sediments have a high diagenetic 

potential due to the presence of metastable carbonate minerals, and fluid 

circulation within carbonate platforms is a critical control on the physical and 

chemical alteration of the sediments. The different sediment types on the 

Queensland (pure carbonate) and Marion (mixed carbonate/siliciclastic) Plateaus 

provide an excellent opportunity to compare the geochemical and diagenetic effects 

of fluid movement in different sedimentary environments. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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1.2.2. Fluid flow: Rationale 

The mechanisms, rates, and distributions of fluid transport through 

carbonate platforms and reef structures are critical to the understanding of 

diagenetic processes (Buddemeier and Oberdorfer, 1986) and elemental 

geochemical cycling. Fluids have the ability to chemically alter the mineralogic 

composition of sediment by converting metastable minerals such as high Mg

calcite and aragonite to more stable low Mg-calcite and dolomite (Mullins et aI., 

1984; Simms, 1984). Alteration of carbonate sediments to dolomite has been 

significant in both the Bahamas carbonate platform (Varenkamp et aI., 1991 ; Swart 

et aI., in press) and those off northeast Australia (McKenzie et aI., 1993; Davies, 

McKenzie, and Palmer-Julson, 1991). 

The Queensland Plateau is one of very few areas of carbonate 

sedimentation where fluid flow has been conclusively shown to be occurring, as 

indicated by 87Sr"ssSr data and the Sr composition of interstitial waters at several 

Leg 133 sites (Elderfield et aI., 1993). In addition, 87Srf6Sr data from Leg 133 

carbonate sediments off northeast Australia have indicated that the sediments 

were dolomitized by multi-generational fluids flowing through the Queensland and 

Marion Plateaus, and that the age of dolomitization events correspond well with 

major increases in eustatic sea level (McKenzie et aI., 1993). 

Fluid flow is also significant in that it can alter the sedimentary structure, 

permeability, and porosity of a sediment deposit. This has important effects on flow 

pathways and reservoir potential and therefore is of critical interest to the petroleum 

industry. 

Although the existence of fluid flow has been described in tropical carbonate 

platforms such as the Queensland Plateau (Elderfield et aI., 1993) and the Great 

Bahama Bank (Melim et aI., 1994; Eberli, Swart, Malone et aI., 1996), the 

mechanisms causing this flow are neither well documented nor understood. 

Numerous theories have been put forward to explain fluid flow through carbonate 

platforms (Whitaker and Smart, 1990): 

• Variations in hydraulic head across a carbonate platform: hydraulic head 

differences can be caused by tides, waves, or ocean currents. Generally, these 

processes would be significant only on shallow platforms. 
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• Variations in fluid density between waters within and around the carbonate 

platform: 

- Buoyant circulation - during banktop emergence, the fresh meteoric lens will 

mix with underlying seawater. These mixed waters then flow seaward 

which necessitates an inflow of saline water at depth. 

- Reflux - on a shallow carbonate bank, high rates of evaporation on the 

platform surface result in very dense water, which can then flow into the 

platform and displace less dense water. 

As with variations in hydraulic head, variations in fluid density are generally 

believed to only be significant on shallow platforms. 

• Fluid flow resulting from geothermal heat flux (Kohout Convection): when the 

fluids surrounding a carbonate platform are cooler than those heated by 

geothermal heat fluxes within the platform, the temperature difference may be 

significant enough to generate thermal convection. In this scenario, cold waters 

are drawn into the platform at depth and then heated. This heating lowers the 

fluid density, and the waters rise and discharge along the platform margin. 

It is possible that, during different time intervals since the early Miocene 

many or all of these processes could have occurred within the Queensland and 

Marion Plateaus either alone, or in conjunction with each other. The most 

significant of these mechanisms are likely to be flow resulting from variations. in 

hydraulic head during times that the plateau surfaces were shallow (thus 

responding to sea level variations), and geothermal flow (Kohout Convection). 

Recent modeling using seismic data, together with permeability and 

porosity data from cores on the Great Bahama Bank, show that geothermal 

convection is the most significant mechanism responsible for fluid movement in 

such platforms (Swart et aI., in press). In addition, these modeling results predict 

fluid recharge along the platform margins, and therefore a net movement of water 

inward towards the platform center. This modeling was supported by data collected 

on Leg 166, which drilled the flanks of Great Bahama Bank. Using a combination 

of geochemical and geothermal measurements, Leg 166 data showed that there 

is an a upper zone in the sediments in which active advection of bottom seawater 

was taking place. A closely spaced transect of holes near the margin of the Great 
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Bahama Bank platform revealed that this water was penetrating into the platform 

(Swart et aI., in press). 

We propose to investigate fluid flow on the Queensland Plateau by drilling a 

transect of two holes to the southeast down the southern slope of the Queensland 

plateau. In addition, we will investigate fluid flow at the eight sites on the Marion 

Plateau sea level transect. The proposed techniques and drilling/sampling strategy 

are outlined in Section 6.3. 

1.3. Paleoceanography of the Coral Sea 

1.3.1. Paleoceanography: Objectives 

1.3.2. Paleoceanography: Rationale 

We propose the drilling of a sediment drift on the eastern Queensland 

Plateau in order to investigate paleoceanographic variations in the Coral Sea, and 

to correlate these variations with changes in sea level and fluid flow investigated as 

the main aims of this proposal. The site proposed will also add to the existing 

latitudinal transect in the western Pacific, extending from the Southern Ocean to the 

Ontong Java Plateau. 

• Variations in circulation patterns with northward movement of the Australian Plate 

Circulation patterns in the western Pacific were modified both by the 

movement of continental fragments resulting from local rifting events, and also by 

the northward movement of the Indo-Australian Plate and its collision with the 
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Asian Plate. The constriction of surface water flow caused by this collision 

significantly changed the pattern of circulation in the western Pacific. 

• Changes in climate resulting from plate motion and global climate change -

Northward movement of the Indo-Australian caused significant variations in 

climate due to movement across climatic boundaries. These changes, in addition 

to global climatic variations, had dramatic influences on the depositional 

environments in the Coral Sea which today are dominated by tropical carbonates . 

The site drilled will help to describe these variations. 

• Development of the western Pacific warm water pool - The warmest waters in the 

ocean can be found in the western Pacific. High sea surface temperatures, along 

with a high influx of heat to the surface waters and substantial freshwater gain, 

have significant effects on regional and global climate and circulation. 

The Indonesian warm pool developed due to closure of the Indonesian 

seaway from the middle Miocene, resulting in a "build-up" of water in the western 

Equatorial Pacific that was unable to be entirely removed due to the weak poleward 

currents in the region. It is unclear how and at what rate the warm pool expanded in 

the Neogene. Data from Leg 133 show that during the Quaternary, SST's increased 

from approximately 22°-23°C near 0.5 Ma to modern temperatures of 26-28°C 

(Isern et aI., 1996; Peerdeman et aI., 1993). With the small spatial distribution of 

Leg 133 sites, it is unclear whether this warming was connected to changes seen 

in the large Indonesian warm pool north of New Guinea, or whether the warming 

was a local change seen in the westernmost Coral Sea. 

The proposed Coral Sea site has a wider spatial distribution, samples more 

open ocean conditions than the Leg 133 sites, and is in an environment with a 

lower diagenetic potential due to the lack of reefal detritus. Accordingly, the site 

proposed here has the potential to refine our understanding of the processess and 

history of this important global cimatic element. 
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2. GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND 

2.1. Tectonics of northeast Australia and the Coral Sea 

Cretaceous rifting in the Coral Sea basin created numerous continental 

fragments which are now capped by carbonate platforms (Fig. 1). Rifting in the 

Coral Sea was an extension of late Cretaceous (80 Ma) seafloor spreading in the 

Tasman Basin, which extended to the north to form the Cato Trough and the Coral 

Sea Basin by 65 Ma (Fig. 5) (Weissel and Hayes, 1971; Weissel, 1977; Hayes, 

1973; Shaw, 1978). Spreading is believed to have ceased along the length of the 

system by the earliest Eocene (56 Ma). Thus, the main physical elements of the 

western Coral Sea were likely to have been in place in the early Tertiary (Davies et 

aI., 1989). Although the exact structural style and development history of the rift 

system is still not completely understood, it is clear that rifting controlled the gross 

architecture of the margin in addition to the form of the high-standing structural 

elements on which the numerous carbonate platforms in the area are located. 

The tectonic histories of the Marion and Queensland Plateaus are well 

constrained by Leg 133 drillholes and extensive multi-channel seismic data. These 

data show that once active spreading ceased in this area, the tectonic regimes of 

the plateaus were controlled by simple, gradual subsidence over time. This 

conclusion is supported by recent modeling results from Liu et al. (in press), which 

show that the only way to reproduce the distribution and geometry of the carbonate 

platforms on the Marion Plateau is by very slow and gradual subsidence. 

2.2. Stratigraphy of the Queensland and Marion Plateaus: evidence from prior 

drilling 

Stratigraphies for the Queensland and Marion Plateaus were obtained 

during DSDP Leg 21 and ODP Leg 133 (Fig. 6), and both of these plateaus have 

been extensively surveyed with seismic data (Fig. 7). The available drillcores have 

allowed the general description of the depositional histories for these two 

plateaus. Initiation of shallow marine carbonate sedimentation on the central 

Queensland Plateau began during the late Eocene or early Oligocene, as the sea 

transgressed across the metasedimentary basement of the plateau (Davies, 

McKenzie, Palmer-Julson, et aI., 1991). Sedimentary facies and correlation to 

seismic profiles indicate that tropical reef development was initiated on the 
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Figure 6 Stratigraphic summary of sites near proposed drilling areas. 
All sites were drilled during Le133 except for Site 209 which was drilled 
during DSDP Leg 21. 
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Queensland Plateau in the early Miocene and, by the middle Miocene, there was 

extensive reef growth on both the Queensland and Marion Plateaus (Davies, 

McKenzie, Palmer-Julson et aI., 1991). In the late middle Miocene, carbonate bank 

productivity rapidly diminished on both the Queensland and Marion Plateaus, as 

shown by a diminished fine-grained, bank-derived component in slope sediments. 

On the Marion Plateau, the decline was the result of subaerial exposure resulting 

from a sealevel regression. A subsidence pulse prior to this regression prevented 

the Queensland Plateau from being exposed, and evidence from Leg 133 shows 

that sea surface temperature changes were also a critical control on the 

diminished carbonate sedimentation. 

During the transition from the late Miocene to early Pliocene, sedimentation rates 

continued to decrease in the margin and slope sediments of the Queensland 

Plateau, and condensed sequences developed on shallower areas of the plateau. 

The ratio of pelagic to bank-derived carbonate in the slope sediments increased at 

this time, indicating continued decline of shallow carbonate bank productivity. 

Increased slumping and debris flows into the deeper waters of the Queensland 

Trough during the Miocene/Pliocene transition record the release of unstable 

sediments from nearby slopes during rearrangements of shorelines resulting from 

sealevel variations (Betzler et aI., 1995). 

Reef growth on the Queensland Plateau did not reappear until the late Pliocene 

but, by this time, a majority of the plateau surface had subsided below the photic 

zone and reef growth was restricted to a few isolated locations on the platform top. 

Renewed reefal development on the Marion Plateau was even more limited, as 

increased terrigenous input from the Australian continental margin in the late 

Neogene produced increased turbidity in the water column, preventing sufficient 

coral growth to re-establish reefs. 

The sedimentary history of the eastern margin of the Queensland Plateau is only 

known from DSDP Site 209, which had excellent preservation but poor recovery due 

to rotary drilling. Site 209 recovered a condensed section of Eocene to recent 

pelagic sedimentation with increased amounts of terrigenous detritus in the 
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Eocene (Fig. 6) . A lengthy hiatus is present from the late Eocene to the late 

Oligocene (Burns, Andrews, et aI., 1973). 

3. EXISTING DATA 

3.1. Seismic data of the Marion and Queensland Plateaus 

In the early 1970's, poor to moderate quality 6-channel sparker data was 

collected by the Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources (now AGSO) continental 

margin survey. In the 1970's and early 1980's, higher quality multi-channel airgun 

data were collected by the Bundesanstalt fUr Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe 

(BGR), various exploration companies, and the Bureau of Mineral Resources. In 

addition to these data sets, there are also high-resolution watergun data for Leg 

133 site surveys collected by the Bureau of Mineral Resources on both the 

Queensland and Marion Plateaus. 

3~2. Previous ODP/DSDP Sites in the Coral Sea 

There have been 18 previous sites drilled in the Coral Sea (Fig . 1). The stratigraphy 

for some of these holes has been summarized in section 2.3 (Fig. 6). Fifteen sites 

were drilled in two transects in the far western Coral Sea Basin during Leg 133 

(Sites 811-826), primarily to study the evolution of the carbonate platforms off 

northeast Australia. The two sites drilled in the deep Coral Sea Basin (Sites 210 

and 287) were drilled to study the age, history and biostratigraphy of the Coral Sea. 

Site 209 on the eastern Queensland Plateau was drilled during Leg 21 to examine 

the age and structural history of the Queensland Plateau. 
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Previous drilling during ODP Leg 133 and DSDP Leg 21 have demonstrated that 

there are no significant safety concerns for drilling on either the Queensland or 

Marion Plateaus. The seafloor depth range for the sites is 293-975 m. Seismic 

data show no evidence that sites overlie closures. 

4.2. Drilling Technology 

The completion of the drilling proposed here will require technology currently 

available (APC, XCS, and RCB). It is expected that the sediments drilled at the sites 

on the Queensland Plateau will generally be unindurated pelagic and periplatform 

oozes. The presence of variably-cemented carbonate horizons on some of the 

Marion Plateau sites will make it beneficial to have the MDCB available during 

drilling but it will not be essential. 

4.3. Site Surveys 

A proposal for shiptime to complete site surveys has been submitted to the 

Science Operator of the ORV Franklin, one of Australia'a primary scientific research 

vessels. If the proposal for shiptime is successful, we anticipate that the site 

surveys can be completed in January 1999. Prior to the cruise we will liase with 

SSP to ensure that we collect all necessary site survey. 
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6. PROPOSED DRILL SITES 

6.1. Drilling Strategy for Sealevel Objectives 

The Marion plateau basement is overlain by a Miocene to Holocene carbonate 

platform comprised of several shallow-water accretion phases separated by 

unconformities (Fig. 2). The oldest and most extensive shallow-water phase (MP2) 

occupies the northern part of the plateau and is of early (?) to middle Miocene age 

(N7? to N10-12) (Chaproniere and Pigram, 1993). Two Leg 133 sites drilled on the 

Marion Plateau intersected the top of the MP2 platform (Davies, McKenzie and 

Palmer-Julson, et aI., 1991). The late Miocene (N16? to N17) second phase of 

platform development (MP3) is confined to the eastern side of the plateau (Fig. 2) . 

The MP3 phase has been sampled by dredging along the northern edge of the 

southern platform, and consists of latest Miocene age rhodolith-bearing 

wackestone. 

The establishment of a sealevel curve for the Miocene in the Coral Sea 

region is critically dependent on determining the facies and age of each of the MP2 

and MP3 platforms. Typically, precise dating of warm shallow water carbonate 

platforms is not possible due to the broad stratigraphic range of larger foraminifers 

and diagenetic alteration of the sediments. Therefore, the drilling strategy 

described here involves paired drillholes chosen so that one is located within 

predicted shallow water facies, and a second is located downslope to obtain 

correlative facies in which planktonic forms are preserved for high resolution 

dating. 

To accomplish the sealevel objectives, eight sites have been chosen 

following the strategy outlined above. All sites are to be drilled to basement and 

form a transect from a position within the shallow facies of MP2, across the 

platform edge and down slope to MP3. Several sites between the two shallow 

phases of platform facies are designed to establish whether lowstand signals can 

be detected in slope sediments. If such signals can be seen, it may be possible to 

establish rates as well as amplitudes of sealevel fluctuation. All of the sites 

outlined here are necessary to achieve the sealevel (and fluid flow) objectives 

outlined in this proposal. 
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Site CS-01-A This site is positioned near the eastern edge of the early to middle 

Miocene MP2 platform in order to intersect all four platform phases of MP2. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-01-A: 

• to determine the age of each phase of platform development, particularly the 

initial phase of MP2 platform; 

• to determine the age and duration of the unconformities separating each 

platform phase; 

• to determine the total thickness of MP2; 

• to determine the age of initial marine transgression; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-02-A This site is positioned near the eastern edge of the early to middle 

Miocene MP2 platform on the inner slope facies to intersect the proximal slope 

facies of all four platform phases of MP2. The site presents the best opportunity for 

the development of a high quality MP2 chronostratigraphy. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-02-A: 

• to determine the age and facies of each phase of platform development, 

particularly the initial phase of MP2 platform; 

• to determine the age and duration of the unconformities separating each 

platform phase; 

• to determine the age of initial marine transgression; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-03-A This site is located to intersect the distal slope facies of both the MP2 

and MP3 platforms. Site CS-02-A will enable the identification of low stand sealevel 

signals and provide the opportunity to measure rates of sealevel fluctuations in an 

environment where there should be a complete sedimentary record for the 

Miocene. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-03-A: 

• to determine the complete age range for the MP2 and MP3 platforms. The 

record here should be complete whereas sites CS-01-A & CS-02-A will have 

gaps and unconformities; 

• to determine the age of initial marine transgression; 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-04-A This site intersects the distal slope facies of both the MP2 and MP3 

platforms, and is approximately mid way between the southern edge of the shallow 

water phase of MP2 and the western edge of shallow water phase of MP3. The site 

is situated to identify sealevel lowstand signals and to provide the opportunity to 

measure rates of change in sealevel fluctuation in an environment where there 

should be a complete sedimentary record for the Miocene. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-04-A: 

• to determine the complete age range for the MP2 and MP3 platforms. The 

record here should be complete whereas the record at sites CS-01-A & CS-

02-A will have gaps and lost section due to unconformities.; 

• to determine the age of initial marine transgression; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-05-A This site is located west of MP3 to intersect the distal slope facies of 

both MP3 and the condensed section equivalent to the MP3 platforms. Site CS-05-A 

will enable the identification of low stand sealevel signals and provide the 

opportunity to measure rates of sealevel fluctuations in an environment where 

there should be a complete sedimentary record for the Miocene. This site is 

approximately mid way between the southern edge of the shallow water phase of 

MP2 and the western edge of shallow water phase of MP3. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-05-A: 

• to determine the age of each phase of platform development, particularly the 

initial phase of MP3 platform; 

• to determine the age and duration of the unconformities separating each 

platform phase; 

• to determine the age of the initial phase of MP3; 

• to determine the age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-06-A This site is located near the western edge of the late Miocene MP3 

platform and will intersect all four platform phases of MP3. 
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The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-06-A: 

• to determine the age and facies of each phase of platform development, 

particularly the initial phase of MP3 platform; 

• to determine the palaeowater depth of the initial phase of MP3; 

• to determine the age and duration of the unconformities separating each 

platform phase; 

• to determine the total thickness of MP3; 

• to determine the age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-07-A This site is located near the eastern edge of the late Miocene MP3 

platform to intersect all four platform phases of MP2. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-07-A: 

• to determine the age and facies of each phase of platform development; 

particularly the initial phase of MP3 platform; 

• to determine the palaeowater depth of the initial phase of MP3; 

• to determine the age and duration of the unconformities separating each 

platform phase; 

• to determine the total thickness of MP3; 

• to determine the age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement. 

Site CS-08-A This site is located east of MP3 to intersect the proximal slope facies 

of MP3 and the condensed section equivalent to the MP2 platforms. 

The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-08-A: 

• to determine the age of each phase of platform development, particularly the 

initial phase of MP3 platform; 

• to deteimine the age and duration of the unconformities separating each 

platform phase; 

• to determine the age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2; 

• to determine the age and nature of the basement 

6.2. Drilling strategy for fluid flow objectives 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Although previous studies have demonstrated the presence of fluid flow 

within the Queensland Plateau (Leg 133; Elderfield et aI., 1993), the information 

collected did not allow any estimate of the extent of the flow or the driving 

mechanism. In addition, drilling during Leg 133 did not address the possibility of 

fluid flow within the Marion Plateau. Evidence from post-cruise investigations has 

shown that this is likely to be occurring. Therefore, we propose an investigation of 

fluid flow processes within the mixed carbonate/sil iciclastic system of the Marion 

Plateau and the pure carbonate Queensland Plateau. 

Drillsites for fluid flow investigations on the Marion Plateau are the same as 

those proposed to investigate sea level. This strategy has two advantages: 

o It will allow a direct comparison of the influence of sea level change on fluid 

flow processes and the resulting sedimentary diagenetic variations ; 

o It is a higly efficient use of drilltime, as the two main objectives of this proposal 

will utilize the same sites. 

In order to achieve fluid flow objectives, we propose the following approach at each 

of the fluid flow sites (CS-01 to CS-08; CS-10 to CS-11): 

• High resolution heatflow measurements to be measured at each site using the 

ADARA and WSTP tools at a spacing of one every core over the upper 100 m of 

the holes. 

• High resolution pore fluid geochemistry (one sample every core) on sediment 

samples to: 

• trace the fluid source, pathway and residence times of fluids within the 

platforms; 

• determine the relationship between pore fluids and sedimentary diagenesis; 

• Petrographic and geochemical analyses of retrieved sediments to: 

• determine the original mineralogy, texture, and composition of the sediments; 

• enable the determination of temporal variations in diagenetic patterns; 

In addition to Sites CS-01 to CS-08 discussed above, the following two sites will be 

drilled in a transect to the southeast off the southern margin of the Queensland 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Plateau to study fluid movement, using the methods proposed above. All fluid flow 

sites have similar aims. 

Site CS-1 O-A The site is positioned in on the upper slope of the platform south of 

Tregrosse and Lihou Reefs (Fig. 1). 

Site CS-11-A The site is positioned deeper on the platform slope southeast of CS-

10-A on the southern margin of the Queensland Plateau south of Tregrosse and 

Lihou Reefs (Fig. 1). 

An added benefit of the location chosen for the Queensland Plateau drilling 

transect is that it will allow for a better understanding of the controls on carbonate 

platform development in the western Coral Sea as the sediments will record 

variations in reefal shedding in a location near reefs which have most likely been 

active since the middle Miocene. 

6.3. Drilling strategy for paleoceanographic objectives 

The single site chosen for paleoceanographic investigations is located on the 

Queensland Plateau. 

Site CS-09-A This site is positioned on a sediment drift northeast of DSDP Site 

209 on the western side of the Plateau (Fig. 8). This thick layer of sediment has 

presumably resulted from the flow of Antarctic Intermediate Water around the 

shallower portions of the Plateau. Site 209 sampled the thinner distal part of the 

drift (Fig. 8), but we propose to drill to the NE where the sequence is approximately 

500 m thicker. Sediments recovered from Site 209 are mainly foraminifer and 

nannofossil oozes (Burns, Andrews, et aI., 1973) with excellent microfossil 

preservation (Isern et aI., 1993), as the site is away from areas of reef growth and 

therefore contains only minor amounts of metastable carbonate. This is essential 

for ensuring minimal sediment diageneis for paleoceanographic reconstructions. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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The following objectives will addressed at Site CS-09-A: 

• to determine the variations in surface and intermediate water circulation 

resulting from northward movement of the Indo-Australian Plate; 

• to determine the environmental changes as a result of northward movement 

of the Indo-Australian Plate; 

• to determine the development history of the warm pool in the Coral Sea; 

• to continue the DSDP Leg 90 longitudinal transect northward. 
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Site Latitude N Depth Pimetr'n 
Name LongltudeW (m) .. . (in), 

CS-01A 19°55.6 S 354 694 
151°36.2 E 

CS-02A 19°49.8 S 363 626 
151°54.7 E 

CS-03A 20°48.0 S 318 600 
152°17.7 E 

CS-04A 20°55.7 S 319 610 
152°37.8 E 

CS-05A 20°58.1 S 309 570 
152°44.6 E 

CS-06A 20°58.6 S 293 720 
152°46.1 E 

CS-07A 21°03.7 S 326 610 
153°01.6 E 

CS-08A 21°04.3 S 326 580 
153°03.2 E 

CS-09A 15°42.6 S 975 660 
151"07.5 E 

CS-l0A 17"46 S 575 350 
151°28 E 

CS-llA 17°53 S 700 350 
151°35 E 

Transit from CS-llA - port: Townsville 

Proposal 510-Rev 1 
Townsville to Townsville 

Location Operations 
(mbsf) 

Marion Plateau A: 0-80 APC; 80-180 XCB 
B: 180-694 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-80 APC; 80-160 XCB 
B: 160-626 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-150 APC; 150-230 XCB 
B: 230-600 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-150 APC; 150-240 XCS 
B: 240-610 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-100 APC; 100-280 XCB 
B: 280-570 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-10 APC; 10-100 XCB 
B: 100-710 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-45 APC; 45-100 XCB 
B: 100-610 RCB 
Logging 20 

Marion Plateau A: 0-70 APC; 70-200 XCB 
B: 200-580 RCB 
Logging 20 

Queensland Plateau A: 0-250 APC; 250-660 XCB 
B: 0-200 APC 
Logging 12 

Queensland Plateau A: 0-250 APC; 250-350 XCS 

Queensland Plateau A: 0-250 APC; 250-350 XCB 

Est. Tlme= 

Available Time = 

Transit Coring 
. 10.5 kt 'Time 

,(days\ I (days) 
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Appendix 2: Transit times 

I IINITIAL POINT IFINAL POINT MILES ITiME ITiME I 
l 1 jdeij·I [min.II {deli (min.1I (nmil I(hours] I[days] I 

1 Townesville ISite CS-1A 

[nmi] Irhours] Irdays] I 
LAT 1 191 16 1 19 1 55.6 274.41 26.131 1.091 
LONG 1 1461 481 1511 36.2 

ISite CS-1A I Site CS-2A 

(nmil I[hours] Irdays] 1 

LAT I 19 I 55.61 19 I 49.8 18.3 I 1.751 0.071 
LONG I 151 I 36.21 151 I 54.7 

ISite CS-2A ISite CS-3A 

[nmi] I[hours] I[days] 1 

LAT I 19 I 49.81 201 48 62.11 5.91 1 0.25] 
LONG I 151 1 54.71 152 I 17.7 

-

lSite CS-3A ISite CS-4A 

[nmQ Irhours] Irdaysl 1 
LAT I 20 I 481 20 1 55.7 20.301 1.93 I 0.08 I 
LONG I 1521 17.71 152 1 37.8 
-

ISite CS-4A ISite CS-5A 

[nmi] l[hours1 j[dal'sl J 
LAT I 201 55.7/ 20/ 58.1 6.791 0.651 0.03 I 
LONG I 152 I 37.8 I 152 I 44.6 

ISiteCS-5A ISite CS-8A 

[nmi] I[hours] I[days] 1 

LAT I 201 58.11 21 1 4.3 18.441 1.761 0.071 
LONG I 1521 44.61 153 I 3.2 

ISite CS-8A ISite CS-10A 

[nmi] I[hours] I[days] 1 

LAT 1 21 1 4.31 17/ 46 217.671 20.nl 0.86 J 
LONG I 153 1 3.21 151 1 28 

ISite CS-10A 1 Site CS-11 A 

[nmil I[hours] I[days] I 

LAT I 17 1 46 I 17 I 53 9.71 0.921 0.041 
LONG 1 151 1 281 151 1 3S 

I Site CS-11 A ISite CS-9A 

[nmi] I[hours] I[days] 1 

LAT I 171 S3 I 15 1 42.6 133.031 12.671 0.531 
LONG 1 151 1 35 1 151 1 7.5 

ISite CS-9A 1 Townesville 

[nmi] Irhours] Irdaysl J 
LAT I 15 1 42.6 I 19 I 16 326 .761 31.12 ] 1.30J 
LONG L 151 1 7.51 1461 48 

Total Transit 4.315 
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Appendix 3: Coring and logging time estimates 

Hole A=[;>;C5g;~<:>~~:~J Hours= 

,aWilij~.·BWinl 
ACTION ,p-ENETRATIOr\ 

(meters) 

)ve & Spaceout 

TIME 

(hours) 

0.0 

Trip In. ~~~}~~Z><\.~1i0: 

CORES 

(number) 

I;>;/,;:,::y':f:,,<fol Days 

TIMEIRT 

(hours) 
IPENRATE I 
I (meterJl1r) 

APC To: I 0 '~:«;':;X::';;~'li( <~X<>;:g(,;;::il;;::< 0.j~:P,;;~<>:01 
Orient: g:.;*,~~'5<;:(~:~S~ ~~::0~:~g~;;:{(.t;a.5 0.17 

~one 1, XCS To:' 0 X;);<>*:;j):6 ';:<J<g;X::);;:fj2 :',X)X!><,o:al 30.0 , 

~one 2. xes To:i o . .k5})~:1>6;~;)):¢( :'j*;~j('f~8<{~(f :~>~J;~0~~*}j)::t~~~1 20.0 I 
up to Sea Floor. 0.0 

Hole B=I:Y:{U9fjJ5.~;ti:iiIHou~- 15>S;::;):~t~k6jil Days 

I Mi@ij~ .cil%MI 
ACTION - --(PENETRATION 

(meters) 

TIME 
(hours) 

CORES trlMEIRT 

(number) I (hours) 

)ve & Spaceout 0.0 

APe To: I 0 ::j;X-:'):Q;<*"X9~q\ ;~~%?~~)?~;)f~1;O:'l('9j~~!.f):;;~~~~p:;i:i~1 
~one 1, xes To:1 ··0 j~~i.;'J:Z1.~~,: :~~)§'~~~:~V~~i.~~Ai~~<\~~~:9;~)8((fQ·~:j 30.0 I 
~one 2, XCS Tot 0 O/)(:,:)(:f;;o;'Q';>;.<@tS::)';:;q[%;;;<;;1)5';i):Q'i 20.0 J 

Treat Hole: 0.0 

Logging: 0.0 

Trip out to Ship: 326 k;~,S&~{>~·~\)f;5:: 

Hole c=k){~(~~{;\X-:/"'X:sl Hours= 1\>.'»/:)Po01I Days 

:one 1, RCB To 550 :~~~:-x~>Z-:,>X5Q~~~; ·i.{(':')·S{:~:~~?;::;::;3.9? 7?j:X:;;:~;{;~?:~O;$'~ 12 

:one 2, RCB To 600 ?,$.A\%\~4.~~%~${:::~>~i;'9.;ft~ i~?{;P<;:\~~~:~; 4.5 

:one 3, RCB To. 694 :~.t~$f;~03i:2~t~>~~~~r~~t;;tt>~~jo;: <~::f~/5t~)2S~~(s.~ 3.0 

:one 4, RCB To 0 «:~~:5{;.~~X);~:>p.:q;, F%~~:*>:~:')<::<~;:4;, ~:>?5~~~:5<>i~P->to~O:::: 2.0 
' Trip for Bit ···./ ... ,·,,·/v··,v./vY,;..'· .. · ... ~ ... ". ... ···/,~·,···./"v··".,,·_·· · .~ .. ,.~~,' .... ,.,,,. .. ... , ... -...... ./ .. 

it Hole,Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

rop Out to Ship: 

------
~ 

Hole D:I ;;,,%;<S»" 31t;~1 Hou~= 

SITE (Holes A-D)-Hw«:;2(G~:,,1 Hou~· 

IS:»<:X,;:;<s:al Days 

h :;i;:;;::;,~<,,6;al Days 
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SITE:/CS-02A / 
WA TER DEPTH:L ___ ...;36::::::3~ Meters 

I ACTION IPENETRATION 

I (meters) 

TIME 

(hours) 

CORES 

(number) 

it Hole,Drop Bit: 

LOgging: 

rrip Out to Ship: 

Hole e=F:O;:N?)§>Yo;6j Hours= 

------
SITE (Holes A-D)= 1::'S"<i7i/jJ!j:i;1 Hours= 

TIMEIRT 

(hours) I PEN RATE I 
(meterlhr) 
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SI1E: I CS-03A I 
WA 1ER OEP'Tli: . 318 Meters 

Hole Az:f;({:~~\~~~}~<~~~~;~1 Hours:.: • k~;<{~83:~;)<'~:¥J:I Oays 

Hole B= k;;;;~<;:x>i :O;ol Hours= 18X"ix<X{9inl Days 

Hole C=I ;,:y;:;;o>X~l,sl Hours= /::;:('?:,Y:Y? 0:,1 Days 

Drill To. '/iYi'0":-:'<-"'(:),,~y'~:~:' 

~one 1, RCB To 550 ~~Z:~~AA$;~:t ~~~>0~U>ri~;~ 5,(>(;{{~{Ytt.S~: 12 

:ono 2, RCB To 600 :;%i:;)$(:0:j;:(t %(%r%(~X,5~ '>C%~:X){)¢',S< 4.5 

:one 3, RCB To. <*~~~~??:'~~1~:o.:~ ?X~:;Q<t~~<~~~~:~ :<~sXi~2?» xfQ~ 3.0 
:one 4, RCB To :'5y.!'J(;':{:)f(:;,¢jJ} :~~?~:<%:';*~;~~;~Q.:~ <~~:~~~~;~~~xg;O:~.9> 2.0 

Trip for Bit ~::Z<~~)<.1~8~~Q~.Q~ 0:(1§'P>:>x:?~>~e :<;<P?~)~~(~~);( 
!t Hole,Drop Bit. 

Logging: 

rop Out to Ship: 

------
Hole 0=1;:;;'>;;::><>9:4:81 Hours= 

SI1E (Holes A-0)=10:1k?/12~:;!l1 Hours= 

1 >;<2;;X~~~1 Days 

1->;n<:},;:J;os;11 Days 
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SITE:I CS-04A I 
WA TER OEPTH :,-___ ...;3,,'..;.9 .. Meters 

:one 1. 

:one 2, RCB TO:f-----'=+~~~~e';1~~~t'F&;E~'*'t'Fs;:;:+_---__:_;:.; 
:ono 3, RCB To: t-----f,f5:'~~~"7tf5:'~~:if,i::3it7~~:if,i7:+---_::__:"i 
:one 4, RCB To: '-----+ffi+'f~'ieaffi+'f~'±':~:te++~'±'::e:+---...;;;;c.:..J 

Trip tor Bit 

~t Hole,Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

Trip Out to Ship: 
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SITE: I CS-05A I 
WATER DEPTH: 570 Meters 

Hole A=liC:ti:YQ<;;:igiJl Hours= 1;::X»(';:i,';?:1i31 Days 

Hole B=I::}f5<~:;~~:~.S~:~:~<:ij::(q Hours= l:f;.:;·):;;<;:;;~iJ;Q1 Days 

Hole Cz l,-f><,'\;?'S:'){1iil Hours= l ;j'»';J,:~;ij;1 1 Days 

Drill To' 7, ·"X7,·>S,·' ·.·X'·~""'':-

:one 1, RCB To 570 :;p:r~%~~~$-~1!if. ?~{*>~::;;{~):)~:: :::;~X\~))j-vAi..~;~ 12 

:one 2, RCB To :>~~~7)f~2::5~9:Q,; ~})?~:}~~;90: :~~;:~(:~~Y~{))~~9:~ 4.5 

:ono 3, RCB To ;;'5?:fi;;::;~1;QP.< X5:,{J6<X",;j(Qc 1;:;;');X6~;j1r.O' 3,0 

:one 4, RCB To ~:;~S(:~1:r~Rt4:if )<'';.~Bi~::8;~:1~:~O~ ~<::<n:>~:~~~t;~ 2.0 
Trip for Bit :::44~~)\;~>;(;(Jif -;)0)k~:~X;\~~~:~: :<»::~:~:<X~);o;d::~ 

H Hole,Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

frip Out to Ship: 

---------. . -,,-.. -,-.. 
------

SITE (Holes A-D)=k";x;»/::t~2;OI Hours= 

;Z;;:;:;?:;S;;3531 Days 

",,/S:;;:<:,.I:71 Days 
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SllE:!C5-06 ! 
WA lER DEPTH:I-;;';;"';;';"--7-Z-0-i' Meters 

Drill TO:t~~~I~lllllllilillilil~~~~i! 
:ono 1, RCB To: 

:ono 2, RCB To: 

:ono 3, RCB To; 

:ono 4, RCB To: 

Trip for Bit: 

It Hole. Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

Trip Out to Ship: 
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SllE:1 CS-07A I 
WA lER DEPTH: 326 Meters 

Hole A::k~~}({~~8~;>tl~.J Hours= r>8:;!>};;':;:iJ;rl Days 

Hole Bcl>~>¢::::):~~~~~~::~to:J Hours: I j<·';;~;<>;o:~1 Days 

IT JWi'i:!ii6i¢ii5iU 
ACTION IPENETRATION 

(meters) 

TIME 

(hours) 
CORES ITIMEIRT 

(number) (hours) 

PEN RATE 

(meterll,,) 

)ve & Spaceout 326 0.0 

APe To: I 0 k,~~8(f*~;;<:zp:ij.~ ~~X>~~1({~~:><~@1~;~;~~;;(~~;Zoii_;'j 
~one 1. xes To:1 0 ::;X~0~~?$~~d~6t ·t?~;::;;~~?k?~J<;:;(~:;(f<?;«O·n 3O.0_J 

:one 2. XCS To:1 0 :~i>,~~q{:"t~t(j~ ;z::):,;;~);,s;Y~lc%~<;<<iQ:04 20.0 I 
Treat Hole 0.0 

Logging 0.0 

Trip out to Ship 326 ;:9P:9'?i:~k~j,~.~" 

Hole c=-:I?;:{1~~?;~~:;Sj~J Hours= 1:<:>PBiS,>::o,tl Days 

Drill To :'\·'·<.~N~.Y~;'~Y~:~; 

:one 1, RCB To 550 \~g)1k~><:~~:'(Q~' ';}::>:$~~{:?~)«47;( :<kg>({<;.~~;:~ 12 

:one 2. RCB To 610 »~~~<~~~~~F ':~~~P:~{;~sf~:; ?&:;(~~;:~r{Xi~:-;' 4.5 

:one 3, RCB To §~;.~%1~.~;Q;.i)/ )<>Y1~)?~:::~X:P~ :~<)~~~):(~}X~:O) 3.0 

~one 4, RCB To :>6>5Xf)0~9~Ot {(.{}y{~y~s~~~~:p~. ?d?~~:::::>~:~~~):~O~()~!- 2.0 

Trip for Bit ::~~X~~~~<};:~:)<:~o1f:~ :;(~<X>:~:~::.<:<~<S~( ::>;~;~;<;::~~:~:f~:~:9~~2·:: 
3t Hole,Drop Bit 

Logging: 

Trip Out to Ship: 

-------
Hole 0=1 :/>,N<H~:6IHours= 

------
SITE (Holes A-D)=l y:»;« )~:z:sl Hours-

k//:>S>«:)iir! Days 

<;/<;«<<:~:51 Days 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SITE: I cs-oo I 
WA TER DEPTH:L ___ ...;3::26::..JMete~ 

I ACTION I PENETRATIO~ 
I (meters) 

TIME 

(hours) 

CORES 

(number) 

TIMEJRT 

(hours) 

Hole B=I)x«:}::5:('();iil Hours= 

I ACTION IPENETRATlm 

I (meters) 

TIME 

(hours) 
CORES rTIMEJRT 
(number) (hours) 

I PEN RATE I 
(meterlhr) 

I PEN RATE I 
(meterlhr) 

)ve & Spaceoutr-__ --..:3::26~===..,..;0:;:.0~==========" 
APC To:II-___ --"-F;8':.;~,+;;'"d,+~::;;;(;:.;,~'''',iJ;,;..il''';+::.;?''';;;,;.::+>:;;0;;,:;",;0;,;.·~":.Q;.:,tJ",:<;,;.·;;",:;+{",/;;,<,,,>;:.:~,,:C:.;' a,+' ____ --, 

:ono 1. XCS To: 1t-___ ...;0'+':)*><t)~·':i'/&:)~~0":;.;1C~; 'f;6~:ti(y:;:I~:%":;>"".,7*\;t/X:;::':;:' :a:3':~rl:::x"";/f.'}*'>i:!Z7·1~,0E,iQ't;O:,,:ilt---_3:-:0c.'0:-i1 
~one 2, xes T 0; 1'-___ --"0-r~);;;.9"';Z;/"'·?...;.~t"'0;;;.-5"',~9,,· ':P":J~fY.;;;.)",::~",~:~",~~",~;",~~",:::X",~,9.P;.;:",~;f.L:;:.~~,,,k,,:;:~:.:.V"";),,,,'~,,,,:~),,"':~::;;: :..,dj",~ ___ ...;2:,;0;;..0'-'1 

Treat Hole: 0.0 

Logging: 0.0 

Trip out to Ship: 

1t Hole,Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

Trip Out to Ship: 

------

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SITE:!C5-09A ! 
WATER DEPTH: 975 · Meters 

Hole A=k7:;4,::0<;~1 Hours= Is(/:;,;;;:';<;>~JiI Days 

Hole B=I<>::::X~~~.k~~~)~(5~9J Hours- F)~:>;~««6;\~::1J Days 

Hole c=I;~\;Y:i';)\':%'t11 Hours= P:;:;;<',;{:~:A:l1 Days 

'0 0 /)~':X~'~.;0,:,W;o): ::~:~~:(:;~~~~:(.:::~y:~~p< ·:-';Y~~'('~0':-:.iS(QP; 12 

·0 0 >¥j~~~~;~;P;j); ·;.:~~;X:i%{'):9ti.' :1)~~~)$Yf%~o'f. 4.5 

:one 3. RCB To 0 X(~~5?:.~~~j-~O~,~ 9:'{~:XS~~::~?}/;:-Q: ::~t;):(:"<2~C~ijJ 3.0 

:one 4, RCB To 0 :~~;<;~:'>6::'~:X\:qD.~: tx>~~~6c;'Zz.~):-(:r :;:;'~:>'~::P$:~:~;q~ 2.0 

Trip for Bit ~:§~?~:~~:~>;~<;q:n;; «<»~\~f~?g1~:: «><~:;:<>~j~:Q> 
3t Hole,Drop Bit. 

Logging: 

rrip Out to Ship: 

------
Hole D=k:,:;;cS/(\<;;t2:!l1 Hours= 

-------

SITE (Holes A-D)=IX::>:>\\,,9~;Jl Hours= 

1></:>::;:{:0:51 Days 

1;<X</;:}8;::ii91 Days 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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I 

I 

SITE:ICS-10A I 
WA TER DEPTH:. 575 Meters 

ACTION IPENETRATION 

J (meters) 

TIME 

(hours) 

ACTION IPENETRATIO~ TIME 

I (meters) (hours) 

CORES 

(number) 

TIMEIRT 

(hours) 

CORES rTIMEIRT 
(number) (hours) 

I PEN RATE I 
(meterlhr) 

I PEN RATE I 
(meterlhr) 

,ve & Spaceoutr-__ ~5:.:7.:5+===",0:;;.;,0±-,========== 
APe T 0: ll-___ --=~:~/.+.t;-+/;z;;::':~,,·;?..,~+:>f.:>O:;:'~O;· · ')4~ .:+:;?+k:,-:;,;:},,:{,;;+{;.,;>;.,:':rei,~(>,").~*,r::>i":~~:;:X,,·><~,;>i");"/:....:;:::~;;;6;;~.6;;j,~1f-___ --, 

:one 1. XCS To: 1r-----'0-+>~j.5~}"';g7)f'>~¢f'O~:OS:r:t' '~r.'i'{~"'<i'7<f·f<~i5i'k~j/7·;o:;;'¥t:>f>"'>7):~:/*<f}~y~C:ii:9i1ilr-__ -:-30:".-:-i0 1 
:one2.XCSTo:I~ ___ --=0+;~~~0~;(-~\~s~~~<a:':.~~~4:~~~;~jr-~X~:;~9~>~;X~.4~;t£:·~{~;(~.~~;:~:0~;~>~P~:o~:<I~ __ ~20:.:.~01 

Treat Hole: 0.0 

Logging: 0.0 

Trip out to Ship: 575 ~~~x~-82.~~80~j~f:; 

it Hole,Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

rop Out to Ship: 

------
SITE (Holes A-D)=j;:(::.>;<>« 3i;S! Hours= 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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/ 

SllE:/CS-11A / 
WA lER DEPTH: 700 . Meters 

Hole A=I;'(.);{{:)<>i36;i)J Hours= 

ACTION /PENETRATION 
(meters) 

TIME 

(hours) 

CORES 

(number) 

! "<\);;>\~<;:"f:51 Days 

TIME/RT 

(hours) 

PEN RATE 

(meterhlr) 

)ve & Space out 700 0.0 

Trip In: 2 :'P>t:j1<~~~5¢fi5:~ 

APe To: I 0 ~~&:~~4/~%D1t~ :~*~:.~~§~~X~:~i*.: <~~:}(;~::~R~~:?~D;] 
Orient: :;~{%i8&~{*'.t(s1 :~%~1X~~)(~};~.3;~ 0.17 

~one 1, xes To:1 0 ~~~;:5{;?$~{(-o~Qt ·t;;t~/}~~~~;;:~~«i~ :~:<?!*\?;/.~-?~)6xfJ 30.0 I 
:one 2. XCS To:1 0 X;;</:;;:o:~:k~:(j\ t/<:,\:;;:(klf :':';;;(.j\\;:'PQj 20.0 I 
up to Sea Floor: 0.0 

Hole B=I:<:«;:>;i« j :ii1 Hours= /C'>xx; pjl Days 

Hole C:II (1~}$~,~;<;V;~i.~t Hours- 1«</,;2));;0011 Days 

ACTION 

Trip In 700 )6~?:0>~.,y;~?P;;t 

Drill To 0 :~it\fA(.)::%~t¢~or 

:one 1, RCB To 0 ;);~;~i5f"~~~5~(d;Q,t <~>~~0~~Y~~~z.'P~ :~~~X'<:)~~~5,~~.O;~ 12 

:one 2. RCB To :<6~~~:%~~;?:~(i0.( 9S;?($~{X>~~5:~Q.·- )::;':><~«~~~:>~JJ~~ 4.5 

:one 3. RCB To 0 ~:~g:'0~:~0Qjl~ ;g~~:91~:Q?<j:f{(( :<:~g~:~1~~~*?6.~ 3.0 

:one 4. RCB To 0 ::'>;;:~~;:(!.<%D;i( \k~~0<~~;<~~<~;Q:~: :<:Q<;~:<$Q.~~~».9; 2.0 
Trip for Bit. 'V,."/'.:,.V"',·,.Y:':".:..·" /,. ·/ v,. ··.··,·.·.·,.,.v, . '~' .,.\' ... ··,,·/\: .'v",:.·.:: ' .::.'. 

3t Hole.Drop Bit: 

Logging: 

Trip Out to Ship' 

------
Hole D=16~:~:>«<:.~~9;Q~o.1 HOurs= 1 «<>-::;;:g;,p;ol Days 

------
SllE (Holes A.D)=I :(:':~6<;6}39,~1 Hoursz 1>??}},;,!!,'::'1dl Days 

Total Drilling 52.8 Days 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Appendix 4: Site summary forms 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 

Page 51 

Proposal 510-Rev 1 I Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • age of each phase of platform development, particularly the initial phase of MP2 platform; 

Objectives • age and duration of the unconformities separating each platform phase 
• total thickness of MP2 

(Must include • age of initial marine transgression; age and nature of the basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 
Site Name: CS-01A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/DDP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 190 Min: 55.6 S Jurisdiction: Australia (Queensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 151 0 Min:36.2 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 354 

Section C: Operational Information: 

Sediments Basement 

Proposed 0.54 sec TWT; 684 m 10 m 
Penetration 
(m) 

General 60 m ooze, 624 m dolomitized framestone; ?Palaeozoic phyllite and slate 

Lithologies: packstone 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 1-2-3-APC ~ XCB MOCe' PCS RCB Re eAt!)' ~RGe 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Logaina Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: Trigle-Combo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 5.9 days 1 Logging: 20 hrs Total On-Site: 6.7 days 
days: 
Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: jOides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding · JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LDEO Wireline Logging Services 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-01 A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 

* 
SSP EXISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 75/25 @ 256:1440 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

5a Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11 a Magnetics To be Collected 

11b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP EXIsts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicitv 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 

SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdog: J Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
reql:J i red for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-01 A 
Sed. Penetration m : 684 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Objective 

Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 
sedimentology. sediment variations 

Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 
and physical property data, sedimentology 

Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 
identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-I nduction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

Density-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 

Page 55 

Relevance 

(1=high,3=Low) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or Significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information:' 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 I Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • age and facies of each phase of platform development. particularly the initiation of MP2; 

Objectives • age and duration of the unconformities separating each platform phase 

(Must include • age of initial marine transgression 

general objectives • age and nature of the basement 
in proposal) • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information:' 
Site Name: CS-02A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC~ reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 190 Min: 49.8 S Jurisdiction: Australia (Queensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 151 0 Min: 54.7 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 363 

Section C: Operational Information:' 

Sediments Basement 

Proposed 540 msec TWT; 616 m 10 m 
Penetration 
(m) 

General 160 m ooze. wackestone; 372 m wackestone ?Palaeozoic phyllite and slate 
Lithologies: 84 m sandstone. mudstone 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 1-~APC ~ XCS MOCB* pes RCB Rs SRt!)' HRGB 

* Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Logging Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: Trigle-Combo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 4.7 I Logging: 0.8 Total On-Site: 5.6 
days: 
Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 
Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: jOides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LQEO Wir~line Logging ~~D!ices 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/br9_home 
.html 

4 lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databanki 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-02A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP t:XlSts 

Aequi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMA Line 75/25 @ 256:1100 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

Sa Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP ~Xlsts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicity 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 
SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdog: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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• ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-02A 
Sed. Penetration m : 616 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity 

litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 
and physical property data, sedimentology 

Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 
identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Late rolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

Density-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 

Relevance 

(1=high,3=Low) 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information: 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 

Page 61 

Proposal 510-Rev 1 I Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • complete age range for the MP2 and MP3 platforms. 

Objectives • age of initial marine transgression 
• age and facies of lowstand deposits 

(Must include • age and nature of the basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 

Site Name: CS-03A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: De9: 200 Min: 48.0 S Jurisdiction: Australia 
Longitude: Deg: 1520 Min: 17.7 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X A It: Water Depth: 318 m 

Section C: Operational Information: 

Sediments Basement 

Proposed 590 m 10 m 
Penetration 
(m) 

General 230m ooze, wackestone; 260 m wackestone ?Palaeozoic phyllite and slate 
Lithologies: 100m sandstone, mudstone 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 1-2-3-APC ~XCB MOCB' PCS RCB Re entr:y I-IRGB 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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LOQQinQ Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 

Plan: Tril2le-QQmbQ EMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density EMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring : 4 .3 I Logging: 0 .8 Total On-Site: 5 .1 
days: 

Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

PaQe Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: joides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey DataBank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LDEQ Wir~line Logging Services 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-03-A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP EXists 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 75/64 @ 274:0200 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

Sa Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Data Type 

12 Sediment cores 

13 Rock sampling 

14a Water current data 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismici~ 

16 Navigation 

17 Other 

SSP Classification of Site: 
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SSP t:XISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

nts 
Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

To be Collected 

To be Collected 

Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 

I SSP Watchdog: I Date of Last Review: 

• SSP Comments: 

• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-03A 
Sed. Penetration m : 590 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Tvpe Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 

sedimentology, sediment variations 
Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 

and physical property data, sedimentology 
Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 

identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
~operties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

Density-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 
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Relevance 
(1 =high, 3=Low) 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-86741 (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information': 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 

Page 66 

Proposal 510-Rev 1 1 Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • complete age range for the MP2 and MP3 platforms. 

Objectives • age of initial marine transgression 
• age and facies of lowstand deposits 

(Must include • age and nature of the basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information': 
Site Name: CS-04A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) . of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 200 Min: 55.7 S Jurisdiction: Australia 
Longitude: Deg: 1520 Min: 37.8 E Distance to 

Land: .. 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 319 

• Section C: Operational Information': 

• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • 

Proposed 

Penetration 
(m) 

General 

Lithologies: 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 

Sediments Basement 

600 m 10 m 

240m ooze, wackestone; 360 m wackestone ?Palaeozoic phyllite and slate 

1-2-3-APC ~ XeB MOCe' PCa RCB Re eRtry ~RGe 

~ Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Logging Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: Tri[!Ie-Qombo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 4.5 I Logging: 0.8 Total On-Site: 5.3 
days: 
Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: joides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPfTAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LDf;Q Wireline Logging SeO£ice§ 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPfTAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-04A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 

* 
SSP EXists 

Aequi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMA Line 75/64 @ 274:0410 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

5a Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP txlSts 

Requi In 
reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 
12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OSS 
microseismicity 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 
SSP Classification of Site: 1 sSP Watchdog: 1 Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
,. 

Site #: CS-04A 
Sed. Penetration m: 600 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 

sedimentology, sediment variations 
Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 

and physical property data, sedimentology 
Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 

identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical · 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

Density-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP ,. 
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Relevance 

(1 =high, 3=Low) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

• http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

• Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

• • • 
Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information: 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 

Page 71 

Proposal 510-Rev 1 1 Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • age of each phase of platform development, particularly the initiation of MP3; 

Objectives • age and duration of the unconformities separating each platform phase; 
• age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2; 

(Must include • age and nature of the basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information': 
Site Name: CS-05A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 200 Min: 58.1 S Jurisdiction: Australia 
Longitude: Deg: 1520 Min: 44.6 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 309 m 

Section C: Operational Information': 

Sediments Basement 

Proposed 530 msecsTWT; 560 m 10 m 
Penetration 
(m) 

General 280 m pelagic ooze; 150 m wackestone, ?Palaeozoic phyllite and slate 
Lithologies : packstone; 100 m wackestone, sandstone 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 1-2-3-APC lJPG! XCB MDce- pes RCB Ra aRby HRGe 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Logging Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: T ril2'e-QQm!2Q FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 

Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 3.9 I Logging: 0.8 Total On-Site: 4.7 
days: 
Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 

* 

PaQe Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: joides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 

2 . Information regarding . JOIDES Of.fice, When .. submitting. full Site Survey pata Bank 
site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LD!;O Wireline Logging Services 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-05A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP EXISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 75/64 @ 274:0700 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

Sa Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP eXISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicity 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 
SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdog: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 • Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-05A 
Sed. Penetration m: 570 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Oblective 
Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 

sedimentology, sediment variations 
Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 

and physical property data, sedimentology 
Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 

identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
~roperties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

Density-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 
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Relevance 
(1=high,3=Low) 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-86741 (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 1 Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • age and facies of each phase of platform development, particularly the initiation of MP3 

Objectives • paleowater depth of the initial phase of MP3; and the total thickness of MP3 
• age and duration of the unconformities separating each platform phase 

(Must include • age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2 and the basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 
Site Name: CS-06A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 200 Min: 58.6 S Jurisdiction: Australia (Queensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 1520 Min:46.1 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 293 

• Section C: Operational Information: 

• 
• • • • • 
• • 
• • • 
• 

Proposed 

Penetratio 
n (m) 

General 

Lithologie 
s: 

Coring 
Plan 

(circle): 

Sediments Basement 

560 msec TWT; 710 m 10 m 

10m pelagic ooze; 600 m of framestone, ?Palaeozoic phyllite and slate 

packstone, wackestone; 100 m wackestone 

1-2-3-APC ~ XCB MOCEI" PCS RCB Re eRtl)' ~RGEI 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Logging Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 

Plan: lrigle-Qgmbo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 7.0 days .1 Logging: 0.8 hrs Total On-Site: 7 .8 days 
days: 

Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: jOides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ Ideo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full QDP-LDEO Wireline bQgging S~rvices 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-06A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP t:XISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 
1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 75/64 @ 274:0720 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

Sa Refraction 

(surface) 

Sb Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP eXists 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicity 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 
SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdoa: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-OSA 
Sed. Penetration m: 710 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 

sedimentology, sediment variations 
Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 

and physical property data, sedimentology 
Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 

identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

Density-Neutron (LWO) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 
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Relevance 

(1 =high, 3=Low) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanog raphy 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 1 Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • age and facies of each phase of platform development, particularly the initiation of MP3 

Objectives • paleowater depth of the initial phase of MP3 and the total thickness of MP3 
• age and duration of the unconformities separating each platform phase 

(Must include • age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2 and basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) . 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 
Site Name: CS-07A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/OOP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 21 0 Min: 03.7 S Jurisdiction: Australia (Queensland) 
Longitude: Oe9: 1530 Min:01.6 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 326 

Section C: Operational Information: 

Sediments Basement 

Proposed 500 msec TWT; 600 m 10 m 
Penetratio 
n (m) 

General 45 m pelagic ooze; 455 m of framestone, ?Palaeozoic phyllite/slate 
Lithologie packstone, wackestone; 100 m wackestone 
s: 

Coring 
Plan 1-2-3--APC ~ XCB Moce* pes RCB Rs sRtry HRGe 

(circle): 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Logging Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: Trigle-CQmbo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 

Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 4.7 days I Logging: 0.8 hrs Total On-Site: 5.5 days 
da~s: 

Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: joides@whoLedu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoLedu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data __ Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LDEQ Wi[~lioe Logging Services 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edU/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Baok 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-07 A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP EXISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 75/64 @ 274:1000 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

5a Refraction 
(surface) 

5b Refraction 
(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Data Type 
12 Sediment cores 

13 Rock sampling 

14a Water current data 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismic~ 

16 Navigation 

17 Other 

SSP Classification of Site: 
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SSP EXIsts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

nts 
Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

To be Collected 

To be Collected 

Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 

L SSP Watchdoo: I Date of Last Review: 

• SSP Comments: 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-07 A 
Sed. Penetration m: 600 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 
If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Obiective 
Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 

sedimentology, sediment variations 
Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 

and physical property data, sedimentology 
Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 

identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-LateroJog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Density-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 
Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 
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Relevance 
(1=high, 3=Low) 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ht1p:/Iwww.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 
Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 

Paleoceanography 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 1 Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific • age of each phase of platform development, particularly the initiation of MP3 

Objectives • paleowater depth of the initial phase of MP3; 
• duration of the unconformities separating each platform phase; 

(Must include • age and nature of the condensed section equivalent to MP2 and basement 
general objectives • fluid flow processes within the Marion Plateau 
in proposal) 

List Previous Leg 133 Sites 815-816/826 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 
Site Name: CS-08A If site is a Area or Marion Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: De9: 21 0 Min: 04.3 S Jurisdiction: Australia (Queensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 1530 Min:03.2 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 326 

• Section C: Operational Information: 

• • • • • • 
• • • 
• • 
• 

Proposed 

Penetratio 
n (m) 

General 

Lithologie 
s: 

Coring 
Plan 

(circle): 

Sediments Basement 

560 msec TWT; 570 m 10 m 

70 m pelagic ooze; 400 m wackestone, ?Palaeozoic phyllite, slate 

packstone; 100 m wackestone, sandstone 

1-24APC ~ XCB MDCS* pes RCB Re entry HRGS 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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LOQQinQ Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: Trigle-Cornbo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 4.3 days I Logging: 0.8 hrs Total On-Site: 5.1 days 
da,{s: 
Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

PaQe Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: joides@whoLedu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoLedu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databank! 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full QDP-LD!;Q Wireline Logging S!:lrvice§ 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databank! 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databank/ 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 
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I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-08A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP t:xISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on SMR Line 75/64 @ 274:1020 (Julian Time) 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

5a Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11 a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP eXISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicity_ 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 

SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdog: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-OBA 
Sed. Penetration m: 570 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 20 hours 

Measurement TYDe Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity Geochemical tool: mineralogy, correlation, 

sedimentology, sediment variations 
Litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 

and physical property data, sedimentology 
Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 

identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical property data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

DenSity-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, VSP for sediment/seismic correlation 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 
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Relevance 

(1 =high, 3=Low) 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

• Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

• 
• Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

• 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 • General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 

Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Se"alevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 
Paleoceanography 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 I Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific To penetrate Oligocene to Recent pelagic oozes on the eastern Queensland Plateau 

Objectives in order to provide a record of paleoceanographic change in the western Coral Sea 

(Must include 
general objectives 
in proposal) 

List Previous DSDP Leg 21 Site 209; Leg 133 Sites 811/825-814; 817-818 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 

Site Name: CS-09A If site is a Area or Queensland Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 150 Min: 42.6 S Jurisdiction: Australia. (Queensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 151 0 Min:07.5 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 975 

Section C: Operational Information: 

Sediments Basement 
Proposed 0.6 sec TWT; 660 m none 
Penetration 
(m) 

General Pelagic Ooze 
Lithologies: 

Coring Plan 
(circle): 1-2-3-APC \£P.G.! XCB MDCEI- PCS RCB Ra aRb)' ~RGB 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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Loaaina Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 
Plan: T rigle-CQmtlo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 3.4 days I Logging: 0.5 hrs Total On-Site: 3.9 days 
days: 
Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 
Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 

* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: jOides@whoLedu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding · JOIDES Office, When submitting full· Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LDI;Q Wjreline bQ99jng Services 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 
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I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-09A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 
* 

SSP t:XISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 14/38 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

Sa Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

• 
• 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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• 
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SSP EXIsts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicity 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 

SSP Classification of Site: I SSP WatchdoQ: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-09A 
Sed. Penetration m: 660 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: 12 hours 

Measurement Type Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity 

litho-Density Standard: Porosity, correlation of sediments to logs 
and physical property data, sedimentology 

Natural Gamma Ray Standard: Sediment compositional changes, 
identification of hard-grounds, core-log correlation, 
stratigraphic correlation 

Resistivity-Induction Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment physical 
properties 

Acoustic Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, core-log 
correlation, correlation with physical pro~erty data 

FMS Standard: Stratigraphic correlation, sediment 
structure, core-log correlation 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

DenSity-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

* 
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Relevance 

(1 =high, 3=Low) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

• 
• • 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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• 
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• 
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• 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 - General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 

Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 
Paleoceanography 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 I Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific To study fluid movement through the Queensland Plateau 
Objectives 

(Must include 
general objectives 
in proposal) 

List Previous DSDP Leg 21 Site 209; Leg 133 Sites 811/825-814; 817-818 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 

Site Name: CS-10A If site is a Area or Queensland Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- .reoccupation . Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 170 Min: 46 S Jurisdiction: Australia lQueensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 151 0 Min:28 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 575 

Section C: Operational Information: 

Sediments Basement 
Proposed 350 m none 
Penetration 
(m) 

General Pelagic and periplatform ooze 
Lithologies: 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 14-3-APC ~ XCS MOCe' PCS Rce Ra aRt!')' ~RGB 

• Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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LOQQinQ Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 

Plan: Trigle-Combo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Resitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 

Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 1.6 days I Logging: none Total On-Site: 1.6 days 
days: 

Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 
Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

PaQe Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: jOides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoLedu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey Data Bank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databank/ 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-I.QEQ Wir~line Logging Service~ 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databank/ 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databank/ 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 
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I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-10A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 

* 
SSP t:XISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 14/3 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

Sa Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11a Magnetics To be Collected 

11b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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SSP EXists 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 
12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicitv 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 
SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdog: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-09A 
Sed. Penetration m: 350 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: none 

Measurement T~e Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity 

litho-Density 

Natural Gamma Ray 

Resistivity-I nduction 

Acoustic 

FMS 

·BHTV 

* 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

DenSity-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, PNS, 
WSP 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edulBRG/brg_home.html 

Phone/Fax: (914) 365-8674/ (914) 365-3182 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

Relevance 

(1=high,3=Low) 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 



ODP Site Description Forms: Page 1 • General Site Information 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 

Section A: Proposal Information 

Title of Proposal ODP Drilling in the Coral Sea: Sealevel Variation, Fluid Flow, and 
Paleoceanography 
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Proposal 510-Rev 1 I Date Form Submitted: 115 September, 1997 
Number: 

Site Specific To study fluid movement through the Queensland Plateau 

Objectives 

(Must include 
general objectives 
in proposal) 

List Previous DSDP Leg 21 Site 209; Leg 133 Sites 811/825-814; 817-818 
Drilling in Area: 

Section B: General Site Information: 

Site Name: CS-11A If site is a Area or Queensland Plateau 
(e.g. SWPAC- reoccupation Location: 
01A) of an old 

DSDP/ODP 
Site, Please 
include 
former Site # 

Latitude: Deg: 170 Min: 53 S Jurisdiction: Australia (Queensland) 
Longitude: Deg: 151 0 Min:35 E Distance to 

Land: 
Priority of Site: Primary: X Alt: Water Depth: 700 m 

Section C: Operational Information: 

Sediments Basement 

Proposed 350 m none 
Penetration 
(m) 

General Pelagic and peri platform ooze 
Lithologies: 

Coring Plan 

(circle): 1-2-3-APC ~ XCB MDCa* PCS RCa Re eRtp( (qRG8 

* Systems Currently Under Development 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

• • 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
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• 
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Logging Standard Tools Special Tools LWD 

Plan: Tril2le-CQmbo FMS-Sonic Borehole Televiewer Density-Neutron 

Neutron-Porosity Acoustic Geochemical Aesitivity-Gamma 

Litho-Density FMS Resistivity-Laterolog 
Ray 

Natural Gamma High Temperature 
Ray Magnetic/Susceptibility 
Resistivity-
Induction 

Estimated Drilling/Coring: 1.6 days I Logging: none Total On-Site: 1.6 days 
days: 

Hazards/ List possible hazards due to ice, hydrocarbons, dumpsites, cables, etc. What is your Weather Window? 

Weather Cyclone season (November-May) None 

Instructions: 

Please fill out these forms for each site that you are proposing to drill, including as much detail as possible. The following table 
describes the purpose of each page, what information is needed, and when each page should be submitted. 
* 

Page Information needed Used By When to submit Contact for more information 
1 General Info. about JOIDES Office, When submitting JOIDES Office 

proposals, site Data Bank, preliminary proposal email: joides@whoi.edu 
location and basic Logging Group, and when updating site 
operational needs ODPITAMU, SSP, information. www: http://www.whoi.edu/joides/ 

PPSP 
2 Information regarding JOIDES Office, When submitting full Site Survey DataBank 

site survey data Data Bank, SSP, proposal and when email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 
available and to-be- PPSP updating site survey 
collected information www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

3 Detailed Logging Plan JOIDES Office, When submitting full ODP-LQ!;O Wir~line Logging Services 
Logging Group, proposal and when email: borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU updating logging plan 

www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRG/brg_home 
.html 

4 Lithologic Summary JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ Ideo.columbia.edu 
ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 

PPSP review. www: 
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

5 Pollution and Safety JOIDES Office, When proposal is Site Survey Data Bank 
Hazard Summary Data Bank, placed on Drilling email: odp@ldeo.columbia.edu 

ODPITAMU, PPSP schedule, prior to 
PPSP review. www: 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/databankl 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 2 - Site Survey Detail 

Please fill out information in all gray boxes New Revised 
* 

I Proposal #: 510-Rev 1 I Site #: CS-11A I Date Form Submitted: 15 Sept. 97 

* 
SSP EXists 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

1 High resolution Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Watergun MCS available; high-res MCS to be collected 
Site is located on BMR Line 14/3 

Crossing Lines(s): 

2 Deep Penetration Primary Line(s): Location of Site on line (SP or Time only) 

seismic reflection 
Crossing Lines(s): 

3 Seismic Velocityt X To be Collected 
4 Seismic Grid X To be Collected 

5a Refraction 

(surface) 

5b Refraction 

(near bottom) 

6 3.5 kHz X Location of Site on line (Time) To be Collected 
7 Swath 

bathymetry 

8a Side-looking 

sonar (surface) 

8b Side-looking 

sonar (bottom) 

9 Photography 

or Video 

10 Heat Flow To be Collected 

11 a Magnetics To be Collected 

11 b Gravity To be Collected 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

• 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • • • 
• 
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SSP eXISts 

Requi In 

reme DB 

Data Type 
nts 

Details of available data and data that are still to be collected 

12 Sediment cores To be Collected: Some samples from nearby Leg 133 Sites 

13 Rock sampling To be Collected: Some samplesfrom nearby Leg 133 Sites 

14a Water current data To be Collected 

14b Ice Conditions 

15 OBS 
microseismicity 

16 Navigation To be Collected 

17 Other Water-column samples to be collected during site survey 
* 
SSP Classification of Site: I SSP Watchdog: I Date of Last Review: 
SSP Comments: 

X=required; X*=may be required for specific sites; Y=recommended; Y*=may be recommended for specific sites; 
R=required for re-entry sites; T =required for high temperature environments; t Accurate velocity information is 
required for holes deeper than 400m. 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 
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ODP Site Description Forms: Page 3 - Detailed Logging Plan 

New Revised 
* 

Site #: CS-09A 
Sed. Penetration m: 350 m 

Do you need to use the conical side-entry sub (CSES) at this site? No 

Are high temperatures expected at this site? No 

Are there any other special requirements for logging at this site? No 

If "Yes" Please describe requirements:_ 

What do you estimate the total logging time for this site to be: none 

* 

Measurement Type Scientific Objective 
Neutron-Porosity 

litho-Density 

Natural Gamma Ray 

Resistivity-Induction 

Acoustic 

FMS 

BHTV 

Resistivity-Laterolog 

Magnetic/Susceptibility 

DenSity-Neutron (LWD) 

Resitivity-Gamma Ray 
(LWD) 

Other: Special tools (CORK, 
PACKER, VSP, PCS, FWS, 
WSP 

For help in determining logging times, please contact the ODP-LDEO Wireline 
Logging Services group at: 

borehole@ldeo.columbia.edu 

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/BRGlbrg_home.html 

PhonelFax: (914) 365-86741 (914) 365-3182 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 

Relevance 

(1=high,3=Low) 

Note: Sites with greater than 400 m of 
penetration or significant basement 
penetration require deployment of 
standard toolstrings. 

• 
• • • 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • • • 
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• Appendix 5: Scientific Background of Proponents 

• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • 
• • 
• • • • • 

Ocean Drilling in the Coral Sea 



PERSONAL DETAILS 

DATE OF BIRTH: 
BIRTHPLACE: 
NA T10NAUTY: 

ADDRESS: 

EDUCATION: 

Bsc (HON) 
MSc 

PHD 

Alexandra R. Isern 

6 February, 1966 
West Palm Beach, Florida, USA 
USA and Australia 
12 Hartley st. 
Rozelle, NSW 2039 
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University of Florida 1987 
University of Rhode Island (Oceanography) 1990 
Thesis: Accumulation Rates of Carbonate and Organic 

Carbon Along a Transect of the Equatorial Pacific: 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 1993 
Dissertation: Carbonate Platform Development off 

Northeast Australia: The Importance of 
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PROFESSIONAL ExPERIENCE: 

Physical Properties Specialist on Ocean Drilling Program Leg 166, Bahamas Drilling 
Transect (Co-Chief Scientists: Dr. G. Eberli and Dr. P. K. Swart) (2/96-4/96) . 
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Studies Centre, University of Sydney (10/95-Present) . 
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Visiting Research Scientist, Department of Geological Sciences, Queens University, 
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Federal Institute of Technology, ETH-Zentrum, 8092 ZOrich, Switzerland (6/90-7/93) . 
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Research Cruise (URI/GSO) to the Equatorial Pacific (Wecoma 8803B) as a 
preliminary study for the Joint Global Ocean Flux Program (Co-Chief Scientists: Dr. 
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Davies (Ed.), Scientific Results of the Ocean Drilling Program: College Station 
Texas (Ocean Drilling Program), 263-280. 

1993 McKenzie, J. A, A. R. Isern, H. Elderfield, A Williams, and P. K. Swart. Strontium 
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Scientific Results of the Ocean Drilling Program: College Station Texas (Ocean 
Drilling Program), 489-498. 

1993 Swart, P. K., A. R. Isern, H. Elderfield, and J. A McKenzie. A summary of 
interstitial-water geochemistry of Leg 133. In J. A McKenzie, & P. J. Davies (Ed.), 
Scientific Results of the Ocean Drilling Program: College Station Texas (Ocean 
Drilling Program), 705-722. 

1993 Murray, R. w., M. Leinen, and A. R. Isern. Biogenic flux of AI to sediment in the 
central equatorial Pacific Ocean: Evidence for increased productivity during 
glacial periods. Paleoceanography, 8:651-670. 
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